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I-SIGN ECO
I-Sign Eco is the newest member of the I-Sign family. I-Sign Eco maintains the same sleek 
design with the thin edge which became so typical for the entire I-Sign range.

The frames, which are available in sizes DINA6, DINA5, DINA4, DINA3, 150x150mm and 
150x300mm, are injection molded in abs plastic and come in different colors. Standard colors 
are aluminium grey, white and black.

It is possible to create single-sided wall mounting or double-sided suspended or flag
mounting signs. 

The user can choose between a flexible version with a paper inlay behind a non-reflecting 
acrylic cover, or a more fixed version with 2 or 3mm thick sheets in different materials like 
PVC, ACM, acrylic or aluminium which allow for a highly customized solution.  

www.cosign.be/isigneco





I-SIGN FLEX
I-Sign Flex is an intelligent, modern sign system with a few unique characteristics:
 
1. The top of the acrylic cover plate is at the same level as the top of the aluminium frame 

with a visible rim of only 2.5 mm.
2. The I-Sign Flex comes with a spring system; this makes it very easy to remove the acrylic 

plate and replace the insert.
3. When mounting on a wall you can use double-sided tape or adjustable wall mount but-

tons.
4. The I-Sign Flex has a lock function to prevent vandalism.

www.cosign.be/isignflex





I-SIGN FIX 
The sleek design of the I-Sign range is extended to the I-Sign Fix; observe the elegant frame 
with invisible fixings.
 
Sheets of only 2 or 3 mm thick are mounted in the frame with a small, innovative clip. The 
sheets can be made from various materials: PVC, ACM, acrylic, aluminium, engraving materi-
als, etc. This results in a high degree of personalisation.

www.cosign.be/isignfix





FLAG
Cosign developed a universal FLAG profile which can be used as a stand-alone product - to 
be mounted directly to the wall or ceiling - or in combination with other Cosign products like 
the I-Sign Eco, I-Sign Flex or I-Sign Fix frames.
 
First an aluminium mounting profile is fixed to the wall or ceiling, then the flag profile - with 
or without frames mounted on it - is slid over this mounting profile and fixed with a set screw.
 
Both the mounting and the flag profiles come in 5m lengths.





I-SIGN DISPLAY 
The single-sided I-Sign Display profiles make it possible to frame large panels, digital prints 
and art virtually without an edge and without visible fixings. This makes them very suitable 
for use in museums, galleries and interior decoration.
 
The standard double-sided profile with a depth of 50mm is extremely suitable for making 
thin light boxes and illuminated or non-illuminated indoor pillars.  A slim double-sided pro-
file with a depth of only 24mm was recently added to the range.
 
Double-sided tape, magnetic tape or the 3M Dual Lock™ reclosable fastener can be used to 
affix the panels.

www.cosign.be/isigndisplay





LIGHTBOX
Cosign developed an elegant indoor lightbox with a depth of only 75mm (single-sided) or 
100mm (double- sided).

The hinging frame on top makes maintenance and a quick change of the acrylic panels
and/or graphics extremely easy.

The hinging frame comes in 2 versions. One has the typical I-Sign look with the thin edge.
The other one has an edge of 12,5mm which allows for the acrylic panels to be fully
illuminated.   
 
The perfect lightbox for airports, metro stations, garages,  …

www.cosign.be/lightbox





TEXTILE FRAMES
Textile frames are the solution for the fast and easy exchange of printed textile fabrics. The 
image is printed on a textile fabric and a silicon beading is added around it. This is simply 
pressed into the profile that ensures that the slightly stretchable fabric can be stretched 
perfectly.

The convenience of use of our aluminium profiles in combination with innovative accessories 
and high-quality textile fabrics that can be printed up to 3 m wide seamlessly means that our 
textile frames are perfectly suitable for dressing and setting up shops, showrooms, offices 
and fair stands. Regardless of whether you want a wall frame or a standalone or hanging 
frame, you will find the right solution with our single- and double-sided textile profiles.

Cosign also offers LED profiles in which you can integrate High Power LED modules that will 
ensure that the fabric is lit up uniformly and the image is done even better justice. You can 
also include a noise-dampening material behind the printed fabric to improve the acoustics 
of a room or to create partitions. You will not just find the profiles and accessories at Cosign, 
you can also order the full custom-made product including the printed fabric.

www.cosign.be/textile



TEXTILE FRAME PROFILES

15mm 19mm 27mm 32mm 32mm

44mm 45mm



LED TEXTILE FRAME PROFILES

100mm 125mm 120mm 160mm

50mm 80mm 80mm 100mm 100mm





STRATO
STRATO is a flexible and contemporary sign system consisting of a series of soft curved pro-
files with square sides. 

A paper inlay (in the most common DIN formats) can be inserted in the profiles behind a 
non-reflecting acrylic cover. Other inserts in plastic or metal are of course also possible as 
well as direct signage or printing on the profiles.

The user can choose between plastic and aluminium end caps for the finish.  Recently, a few 
profiles and end caps were added to the range which ensures that 400mm, 500mm and 
600mm wide directories can be produced.

www.cosign.be/strato





MODULE PLUS INDOOR
A CLASSIC PRODUCT THAT CONTINUES TO DO THE JOB PERFECTLY!

With the Module Plus Indoor, Cosign developed a modular sign system at the beginning of 
the 1990s that started a new trend within architectural signage and served as an inspiration 
for many of our colleagues.

The Module Plus Indoor consists of a series of flat aluminium profiles in different widths that 
has a 15,5 mm and 31 mm module as the basic profiles. The profiles can be “clicked” into 
place in an easy manner on plastic end caps or clips to create door signs, pictograms, directo-
ries, etc. Single-sided signs for wall mounting and double-sided systems for hanging or flag 
mounting are possible.

The Module Plus Indoor platform does not just offer the sign maker a simple, versatile and 
flexible standard solution, it also offers space to the creative sign maker to place his or her 
own emphasis and to develop customised products.

www.cosign.be/moduleplusindoor





SUSPENSION KITS
Cosign developed a range of suspension systems which guarantee an easy, cost effective and 
safe suspension of signage, lighting systems, cable trays and other applications.

All systems have a built-in locking mechanism that grips cables automatically. To release, just 
press the clutch button, and the cable is free to move back and forth to achieve the desired 
length.

Our suspension range offers a solution for all types of ceilings: conventional ceilings, suspen-
ded ceilings, ceilings with metal tiles or high open ceilings with visible structural supports.

www.cosign.be/suspension





PREMIUM LETTERS
High quality letters finished to perfection.

Cosign puts quality first. Whether it is the design, the materials used, the technology or the 
finish, the highest standards are always maintained. Our custom made Premium Letters are 
comprised of pure craftsmanship: made with skill and precision.
 
We use carefully selected premium materials like stainless steel (304/316), brass, copper and 
titanium coated sheets. All these materials come either with a satin or mirror polished finish.
 
After the face material is laser cut, the returns of the letter are fabricated accordingly and put 
together by soldering, all of which is pure handicraft. Then the letters are ready to be edge 
finished by filing and polishing. It takes years of experience for our technicians to become a 
fully skilled craftsman. In this we take great pride and it allows us to offer premium quality.
 
It is possible to combine two or more materials in one face, give the face a prismatic or curved 
shape, fabricate solid letters, create a vintage look, use acrylic fronts or backs in combination 
with LED technology … The options are endless.
 
The minimum size of our premium letters is 50mm and we can fabricate them as big as 1200 
x 2400mm.





LED MODULES
LUCOLED: Not just another LED company.

In the past 13 years Jurjen van der Honing and Cosign nv, Lucoled’s founders, have seen the 
market for LED products used in visual communication mature into a very commoditized, 
competitive landscape.

Today sign companies and end-users find it hard to distinguish between various offerings, 
from very cost-effective second or third tier brands to very expensive A brands that on paper 
seem to have comparable specifications. Still there are differences in quality and reliability but 
for a non-expert it is very difficult to understand those based on the information manufactu-
rers present in their glossy marketing material. With over 20 years of experience in the visual 
communication market Lucoled was started to provide reliable, efficient, fit-for-purpose, 
solutions, fulfilling the basic need of today’s market. Backed by experience and an interna-
tional network of partners Lucoled’s mission is to offer products that do just that. Customers 
should only pay for the performance and reliability they need and not excessive margins and 
overheads a typical A brand charges. 

Lucoled also does not believe in a one-size-fits-all approach: every market, every customer, 
every application is different and may require tailor made solutions. Lucoled is geared up to 
provide those with short lead times.

www.lucoled.com



Cosign is a designer, manufacturer and distributor of architectural signage & way finding solutions, poster frames & displays, led 
modules and sign making tools. Based in Belgium with regional offices in Mexico, India and Hongkong, and through our global 
partner network, our sign solutions are available in more than 80 countries.
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